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Before We Begin

Please check the audio 
setting on your computer if 
you are having audio trouble

Please also check your 
speaker volume settings

On-demand recording of the 
webinar will be available 
within 3-5 business days

Type questions into the chat 
box?
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Tactile-Kinesthetic Learning; 
Taking Reading Comprehension 
into our Hands (10/21)

Building CLOSE 
Reading Skills

1

CLOSE Reading is FUN-but-
MENTAL (10/28)2

Using CLOSE Reading to 
Develop READsponsible
Students (11/4) 

3



Speaker & Moderator

Beryl Irene Bailey 
Ed.D., CCC/SLP
National Literacy 
Consultant

Founder of From Pages to 
Pedagogy, LLC

Aimee Loiter
Director of Learning & 
Development 

Reading Plus
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The Reading Plus Solution

Build efficiency, 
fluency, and stamina

Strengthen 
comprehension

Expand vocabulary

Increase 
motivation



Tactile-
Kinesthetic 
Learning; 
Taking Reading 
Comprehension 
into our Hands



§ Inadequate understanding of the words used in the text

§ Inadequate background knowledge about the domains 
represented in the text

§ A lack of familiarity with the semantic and syntactic 
structures that can help to predict the relationships 
between words

§ Inadequate Verbal reasoning ability which enables the 
reader to “read between the lines” (inferring)

(Fielding, Kerr, & Rosier, 1998 The 90% Reading Goal, p. 168)

Deficits in Reading Comprehension



Limited knowledge of words, language 
structures, and their features impact a 
student’s ability to comprehend.

-Beryl Irene Bailey

Theoretical Underpinnings



Theoretical Bases for Support in using Bailey’s 
Multisensory CLOSE Reading Approach
• The use of the CLOSE Reading Strategy is a motoric 

approach.

• The approach benefits visual and tactile/kinesthetic 
learners.

• Colors of the highlighters are used to identify elements of 
text complexity.

Louisa C. Moats 
The Principles of Multi-Component, Structured Language Teaching

2012 International Dyslexia Association



Tactile-Kinesthetic Learning; Taking Reading 
Comprehension Into Our Hands
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Academic Vocabulary for 
CLOSE Reading

§ Pinky Finger-struc, struct. 
(structure), word, sentence, 
text, & story structure

§ Fourth Finger-notare
(annotation)

§ Middle Finger-fer (infer)

§ Index Finger- scribe, script, 
graph, gram, (paragraph, bar 
graph, pictograph, diagram)

§ Thumb-hend (comprehend)

Tactile-Kinesthetic Learning



CLOSE Reading 
student sample
3rd grade

Tactile-Kinesthetic Learning



Cognitive 
Conditioning

Cognitive 
Conditionin
g



Reading Plus Content Library

§ Transforming Lives in 
India is one of our many 
Reading Plus text 
selections.

§ More than 2,500 
unique selections

§ Reflecting the experiences 
and needs of ALL students

§ Highest-quality 
publishing partners



When he was 20 years old, Bunker Roy departed for a trip that changed 
his life-and it’s no exaggeration to say that it transformed the lives of 
legions of his countrymen and women, as well as countless people in 
far-flung corners of Africa and Asia.

Which word most nearly means transformed in this context?

a) improved
b) modified
c) reorganized
d) revolutionized

Transforming Lives in India
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Active learning is the key concept … teachers use a 
conscious set of metacognitive strategies to group, 
rearrange, and transfer topics of information using a 
common language to refer to [types of contextual clues, 
various text structures, …]  creating mnemonic strategies to 
help students remember better…

Louisa C. Moats, The Principles of Multi-Component
Structured Language Teaching-2012 International Dyslexia Association

How the Brain Learns to Read



Students employ higher-order thinking skills to evaluate
evidence, draw conclusions, make inferences, and defend
their line of thinking.  This process is made somewhat easier 
when students write notes and mark up the text to 
stimulate their thinking, such as when they underline key 
words, phrases, and sentences…

David A. Sousa
How the Brain Learns to Read

How the Brain Learns to Read



Bailey’s 
CLOSE 
Reading 
Tools



Bailey’s CLOSE Reading Process



Alignment to Reading & Language Standards 



Alignment to Reading & Language Standards 



Alignment to Reading & Language Standards 



When students see words in print, they must isolate the roots, 
prefixes and suffixes of words, retrieve the meanings of these 
elements, and integrate the meanings of the elements to 
determine the meaning of the words.

Awareness of semantic relationships among words also 
contributes to comprehension.

Carol Westby 
Handbook of Language & Literacy

2006

YELLOW: Check Vocabulary



Barefoot College was first installed in a group of buildings that date to the 
days when Great Britain ruled India.  These buildings were originally used as 
a hospital for people with tuberculosis but were abandoned long ago.  
Barefoot College transformed them to suit the needs of its varied 
curriculum.  In the updated campus, students could get vocational training 
to be solar engineering technicians and study other curriculum offerings 
such as craft making, equipment shipping, and ironworks.

Which word most nearly means transformed in this context?

a) maintained
b) modified
c) remodeled
d) renovated
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Look for key ideas and details 
Look for how key details are provided
Look for the author’s/illustrator’s viewpoint

“The adoption of the new standards and the focus on text complexity 
requires that students understand what the author says [illustrator 
shows] and be able to defend their opinions and ideas with evidence 
from the text [illustration].”                                                   

(Fisher, Frey & Lapp, Text Complexity, Raising Rigor in Reading, 2012 p. 108)

ORANGE: Look for Key Ideas & Details



Barefoot College was first installed in a group of buildings that date to 
the days when Great Britain ruled India.  These buildings were originally 
used as a hospital for people with tuberculosis but were abandoned 
long ago.  Barefoot College transformed them to suit the needs of its 
varied curriculum.  In the updated campus, students could get 
vocational training to be solar engineering technicians and study other 
curriculum offerings such as craft making, equipment shipping, and 
ironworks.

Which word most nearly means transformed in this context?

a) maintained
b) modified
c) remodeled
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Transforming Lives in India



R-Barefoot College was first installed in a group of buildings that date to 
the days when Great Britain ruled India.  These buildings were 
originally used as a hospital for people with tuberculosis, but they 
were abandoned long ago.  Barefoot College transformed them to suit 
the needs of its varied curriculum.  In the updated campus, students 
could get vocational training to be solar engineering technicians and 
study other curriculum offerings such as craft making, equipment 
shipping, and ironworks.

E - Examine the context clues 

A - Analyze the context clues

D - Determine the meaning of the word transformed in this context. 
(remodeled)

Transforming Lives in India



Observe-book and text features (characters, setting, 
problem, photographs, captions, diagrams, charts, 
illustrations, maps, rhymes, stanzas, patterns)

“[Students] need to identify the organization of texts and 
use the information to assist them in comprehending the 
relationships among elements of the texts. ”
(Carol Westby, Handbook of Language & Literacy 2006 p. 404)

GREEN: Observe Book & Text Features



Study how the sentences and text are structured.
Seek out signal words.

“[Students] they must also have knowledge of the discourse structures 
or the superstructure organization for different genres (narrative and 
expository[sequence, chronology-time order descriptive, compare-
contrast, cause-effect, problem-solution etc.]) and linguistic signals for 
these patterns or relationships”

(Carol Westby, Handbook of Language & Literacy 2006 p. 404)

PINK: Study Structure & Seek Signal Words



R-Barefoot College was first installed in a group of buildings that date 
to the days when Great Britain ruled India. These buildings were
originally used as a hospital for people with tuberculosis, but they 
were abandoned long ago. Barefoot College transformed them to suit 
the needs of its varied curriculum. In the updated campus, students 
could get vocational training to be solar engineering technicians and 
study other curriculum offerings such as craft making, equipment 
shipping, and ironworks.

E-Examine the context clues that helped you to infer the meaning of 
the word, transformed.

A-Analyze the context clues ( buildings were originally used…suit the 
needs of its varied curriculum, In the updated campus…)

D-Determine the meaning of the word transformed in this context. 

Transforming Lives in India



Examine the level of reasoning required to infer the author’s purpose 
and message.

“By annotating texts, whether informational, persuasive or narrative, 
students learn to slow down their reading to mine the depths of the 
concepts, arguments, and metaphors used by the writer.” Look for 
examples of literary devices.

(Fisher, Frey, & Lapp, Text Complexity, Raising Rigor in Reading, 2012 p. 114)

BLUE: Examine Message, Theme, & Literary Devices



When students return to their villages, they install the necessary 
equipment and have a new vocation as solar technicians.  Imagine the 
delight of the villagers who can turn on their solar-powered lights at 
night and instantly transform the darkness!  What a departure from 
their customary reliance on smoky, smelly kerosene stoves and wood 
fires that require hours of back-breaking labor to find scarce wood!

Which literary device is identified in the passage?

a) imagery
b) idiom
c) personification
d) simile
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Questions & 
Feedback



Next Sessions
October 28th at 3:00 PM EST

CLOSE Reading is 
FUN-but-MENTAL

November 4th at 3:00 PM EST

Using CLOSE 
Reading to Develop 
READsponsible
Students
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Thank you 
Dr. Beryl Irene Bailey!

From Pages To Pedagogy, LLC

berylirenebailey@gmail.com

https://read-to-achieve.org/

@DrBerylIreneBa1
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Thank You!
Visit our website for more information 

on this and other topics:
READINGPLUS.COM


